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Newbie with model 60
December 21 2013 at 2:55 PM

Simon  (Login ccrs)

Hi all I'm a newb here and to airguns, I haven't had one since my youth 25+ years ago. 
 Anyway I bought a cheap one, it was spray painted in camo colours, and done badly. The stock barrel everything had been done all at once. it was horrid. 

 So I decided to tidy it up, when I cleaned everything off the stamps reveal its a German made Falke modell 60 
 It says KAL. 4,5m/m . gez on the barrel, which I have to assume is euro speak for .177, no idea what the "gez" means. 

Anyway after a little reading I found out it is quite old and rare, so I have decided to give it a decent going over. 
 It works perfectly and is as far as I can tell complete. I looked on this forum, and the galleries etc seem to have every model except the 60. Is it rare or just disliked? 

 I will post some pics of the work done so far, it looks pink at the moment as I decided to put a bit of red and black into the wood grain. But don't worry, it wont stay pink!. 
 Any information on this gun would be nice, what after market springs, seals etc can be used? 

 Thanks in advance for any advice.
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Pictures December 21 2013, 2:58 PM 
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Hi Simon December 21 2013, 7:48 PM 

I copied over your pics - the only way to post them here is to host them on Photobucket, Flickr etc and copy the links into your post. 
 

Good for you for cleaning up your Falke 60; it sounds awful as it was! Gez means it was rifled (gezogen), as opposed to smootbore (glatter). 
 

I'm sure the mod 60 is somewhere in the gallery. I think it was rarer than the mods 50 or 70 but not unheard of. I'm not particularly excited by the smaller, break barrel Falkes, I must admit. There were a lot
of them made and there isn't anything especially unusual about their designs. But the quality that was a hallmark of the Falke brand was certainly present across the range, so I can well believe yours is still
going strong, 60-odd years later. 

As far as parts go, the smaller Falke rifles, including the mod 60, were based pretty much on the pre-War Diana designs, so if you look for an equivalent-sized Diana, the parts will probably fit. I think that
would be the Diana model 25 in the case of the Falke mod 60, but you will need to compare their specs to be sure. Please report your findings back in the 'tips and parts' section on here to help others in the
future. Thanks. 

 

------------------------------

The Vintage Diana Forum

The Vintage BSA Forum 
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Re: Hi Simon December 21 2013, 9:54 PM 

Hi Garvin and thanks for the info. The gez especially has eluded me, I knew it is a walnut stock model but didn't know if it was rifled or not. 
I haven't found a serial number yet, but don't know where to look. 

 It has "M" stamped on the square section of the breach, any ideas? 
 I have found the Ox No:2 spring will fit, just trying to source a new seal now. ( the leather washer on the end of the plunger / piston ) 

 Forgive my ignorance, I am new to this! 
 

Many thanks
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